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ABSTRACT 
A second-order iterative nonlinear pulsation theory is generalized to the nonadiabatic case, and 
employed to treat Cepheid models with linear normal-mode periods lying in the vicinity of the 
resonance P2/Po = 0.5. It is shown that resonance effects occurring in the second-order terms 
influence the phases at which maxima appear on the theoretical velocity curves. Comparison of 
the iterative velocity curves with those given by hydrodynamic integration indicates good agree-
ment in a sizable number of cases. Discrepancies which appear in a number of models are dis-
cussed. It is argued that the results of the present investigation strengthen the case for associating 
the bumps on Cepheid velocity curves with the resonance P2/Po = 0.5. A brief discussion of the 
Cepheid "bump mass" anomaly concludes the article. 
Subject headings: stars: Cepheids - stars: pulsation 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Comparisons between pulsational calculations and the observed properties of Cepheids allow the estimation of 
Cepheid masses. This information is valuable both for understanding stellar pulsations and because it provides a 
check on the theory of stellar evolution. Since there are several properties of Cepheids which can be used for the 
comparison, a number of different estimates ofthe mass emerge. Christy (1966b) and Stobie (1969a, b, c) obtained 
masses of 1- to t evolutionary by fitting the observed bumps on radial velocity curves to those obtained from fully 
nonlinear calculations. On the other hand, the matching of observed values ofluminosity, temperature, and period 
to those yielded by linear pulsation analysis indicates masses for the bump Cepheids ranging from 70% to 80% of 
evolutionary (Fricke, Stobie, and Strittmatter 1972, hereafter FSS; Iben and Tuggle 1972; Schmidt 1973, 1975). 
Iben and Tuggle (1972) have suggested that the linear pulsation masses can be raised to evolutionary values by 
adjustments in calibration of either luminosity or temperature, or both. Support for adjustments in luminosity has 
come in recent work regarding the distance of the Hyades (see Iben and Tuggle 1975). However, the discrepancy of 
the bump masses remains. 
In an earlier paper (Simon and Schmidt 1976; hereafter SS), it was suggested that the double maximum structure 
of the velocity curves of bump Cepheids may be closely connected with a resonance, P2/Po ~ 0.5, in the linear 
normal-mode spectrum of the corresponding models. Comparing the results of linear adiabatic calculations with 
the hydrodynamic integrations of Stobie (1969b), it was demonstrated that models with a bump on the descending 
branch of the theoretical velocity curve were invariably characterized by 0.53 ;S; P2/PO ;S; 0.50, while those with 
bumps on the ascending branch had 0.48 ;S; P2/PO ;s; 0.46. When the period ratio P2/PO fell outside the range 
0.53-0.46, the models showed no bumps. 
If the resonance-bump relation is indeed correct, the result is important for a number of reasons. First, it provides 
independent confirmation of the mass anomaly emerging from the hydrodynamic integrations; second, it constitutes 
a new theoretical "handle" for interpreting observed velocity curves; and third, it means that physical or com-
putational changes in the models designed to remedy the mass discrepancy can be tested first with the economical 
linear theory. 
In view of the above considerations, it was decided to extend the work of SS by studying resonance pulsations in 
nonlinear, nonadiabatic Cepheid models. The vehicle chosen for this investigation was an iterative pulsation theory 
(Eddington 1919; Bhatnagar and Kothari 1944; Rosseland 1947; Simon 1972a, b) which calculates second-order 
corrections to the linear pulsation amplitudes. The corrections of interest here have a time dependence correspond-
ing to the first harmonic of the linear perturbation. Employing this theory in adiabatic models, Simon and Sastri 
(1972) were able to show, both analytically and by machine integration, that in the vicinity of a resonance described 
by Pj/Po = 0.5 U = 1,2,3, ... ), the second-order correction terms are enhanced, approaching ± 00 as the reson-
ance center is approached from different sides. 
While physical intuition suggests that for nonadiabatic models the resonance effect ought to be softened but not 
eliminated, this can only be tested by actual calculations. We have performed such calculations with the hope that 
they might also shed new light on the question of the resonance-bump relationship. 
In § II of the present work we generalize the iterative theory to nonadiabatic pulsations, and in § III comment 
upon the methods employed to solve the resulting equations. The solutions themselves are given in § IV, while § V 
160 
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contains remarks regarding the functioning of the iterative approach in the present case. A final discussion of the 
results, including their relevance to the Cepheid bump mass anomaly, is undertaken in § VI. 
II. THE ITERATIVE THEORY IN NONADIABATIC FORM 
We begin with the familiar stellar equations of mass, momentum, energy and radiative transport (e.g., Cox and 
Giuli 1968). Convection is neglected. Following Baker and Kippenhahn (1965, hereafter BK) the dependent 
variables are chosen to be r, P, T, and Ln and the independent variable to be In Po, where Po is the static pressure. 
We write the dependent variables in the form 
XI = xOI(1 + 8xdxOi) ' 
where XOI is the static value of a given variable Xl> and 8Xi/XOi a small perturbation. The index i runs from 1 to 8, 
with the following correspondences: 
1 ~ radius (r) ; 2 ~ density (p) ; 3 ~ pressure (P) ; 4 ~ temperature (T) ; 
5 ~ luminosity (Lr); 6 ~ opacity (K) ; 7 ~ adiabatic exponent (r 1) ; 
8 ~ adiabatic exponent (r 3) . 
Expanding the stellar equations in binomial series, we retain terms up to second order in the quantities 8x,/xo,. 
Following Simon (1972a), the perturbations themselves are now expanded in the form of truncated Fourier 
series. Consistent with the quadratic approximation, these series have the form (Simon 1972a; Rosseland 1947; 
Eddington 1919) 
8x; = AiO + An cos wt - Bil sin wt + Ai2 cos 2wt - Bi2 sin 2wt , 
XOI 
i = 1,2, ... ,8. (1) 
When the expressions (1) are inserted into the second-order equations, terms appear which are quadratic in the 
coefficients A IO , All, Bn, Ai2' B12• Again, consistent with the order of approximation employed, all products are 
neglected except those involving An and Bn. Following the use of simple trigonometric identities to reexpress the 
terms involving cos2 wt, sin2 wt and sin wt cos wt, the stellar equations attain a final form in which only the time 
dependences which appear in equation (1) are present. 
We now equate coefficients of corresponding Fourier terms. The set of equations arising from the time-inde-
pendent terms and involving the AiO do not concern us here. They have been treated in the adiabatic case by Simon 
(1971, 1972b) and Simon and Sastri (1972). Equating the coefficients of cos wt and those of sin wt yields the follow-
ing set of eight equations in the An and Bil : 
All' - F1(3A ll + PpA31 + PTAU) = 0, 
Bll' - F1(3Bll + PpB31 + PTB41) = 0, 
A 31' + A31 + [4 + (3a2x3/q)]A ll = 0, 
B31' + B31 + [4 + (3a2x3/q)]Bll = 0, 
Au' + Vrad[4All + (4 - KT)Au - KpA31 - A5d = 0, 
Bu' + Vrad[4Bll + (4 - KT)Bu - KpB31 - B5d = 0, 
A 51' - aF2 [(Bu /Vad) - B31] = 0 , 
B51' + aF2[(Au/VaJ - A31 ] = 0 , (2) 
where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to In Po, all quantities apart from the An and Bil refer to the 
static model, and we further define 
rP F =--, 
1 pGm a
2 
- K -w
2R3 aln K I 
- 3GM' T - a In T p , 
Bin P I 
pp = BlnP T' 
All other quantities have their standard meanings (see, e.g., BK). 
BIn KI 
Kp = a InP T' 
When the Ail and Bn are respectively associated with the real and imaginary parts of the various perturbations, 
the eight equations (2) are identical with the standard linear nonadiabatic equations (BK), provided that the latter 
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are considered in the limit udu, = O. Since this ratio is of the order of 1 % in the models studied, the difference 
between the two sets of equations is, for our purposes, negligible. 
We now equate the coefficients of cos 2wt and sin 2wt, obtaining a set of eight coupled equations which are 
linear in the second-order corrections A12, Bj2 (i = 1,2, ... ,8). These equations are as follows: 
A12' - F1(3A12 + ppA a2 + PTA42) = D1 , 
B12' - F1(3B12 + ppBa2 + PTB42) = E1 , 
Ba2' + Ba2 + 4[3u;xa + 1 ]B12 = Ea , 
A42' + Vrad[4A12 + (4 - KT)A 42 - KpAa2 - A 52] = D4 , 
B42' + Vrad[4B12 + (4 - KT)B42 - KpBa2 - B52] = E4 , 
A52' - 2uF2[(B42/VaJ - Ba2] = D5 , 
B52' + 2uF2[(A 42/VaJ - Aa2] = E5 • 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
The right-hand sides of equations (3)-(10) contain products of the linear amplitudes All, Bil (i = 1,2, ... , 8). 
The expressions are 
D1 = tF1B-ppp(Aa12 - Ba12) + lPTT(A412 - B412) + PPT(Aa1A41 - Ba1B41) + B212 + 2BllB21 
+ 3B1l2 - A212 - 2AllA21 - 3A1l2] , 
D4 = tVradB-Kpp(Aa12 - Ba12) + l-KTT(A412 - B412) + KPT(Aa1A41 - Ba1B41) + 6B412 + B612 - 4B41B61 
+ 16BllBu - 4BllB61 + 6B1l2 - 6A412 - A612 + 4A41As1 - 16AllA41 + 4AllA61 - 6A1l2] 
+ t[B41'(3Bu - BS1 + 4Bll) - Au'(3Au - AS1 + 4All)] , 
E4 = tVrad[KppAa1Ba1 + KTTA41B41 + KPT(Aa1Bu + Ba1Au) - 12A41BU - 2A61B61 
+ 4A41Bs1 + 4B41As1 - 16AllB41 - 16BllAu + 4AJ1Bs1 + 4BllAs1 - 12AllBll ] 
© American Astronomical Society • Provided by the NASA Astrophysics Data System 
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p 2 fPp 
ppp = p op 2 ' PT 02p PPT = P oPoT' 
PT 02K 
KPT = -;;- oPoT . 
163 
The expressions (11 )-(18) may be evaluated from the linear solution with the aid of the auxiliary relations which 
follow: 
A21 = PpA31 + PTA4l , 
B21 = PpB31 + PTB41 , 
A22 = PpA32 + PTA 42 + tPPP(A312 - B312) + tPTT(A412 - B412) + 1-PPT(A31A41 - B31B4l), 
B22 = PpB32 + PTB42 + 1-PPPA31B31 + 1-PTTA 41B41 + 1-PPT(A31B41 + B31A41) , 
A61 = KpA31 + KTA4l , 
B61 = KpB31 + KTB4l , 
A62 = KpA32 + KTA42 + !Kpp(A312 - B312) + !KTT(A412 - B4l2) + 1-KPT(A31A4l - B31B41) ' 
B62 = KpB32 + KTB42 + 1-KppA31B31 + 1-KTTA41B41 + 1-KPT(A31B41 + B31A4l) , 
A71 = (0 In r 1/0 In P)A31 + (0 In r 1/0 In T)A4l , 
B71 = (0 In r 1/0 In P)B31 + (0 In r 1/0 In T)B41 , 
AS1 = (0 In r 3/0 In P)A 31 + (0 In r 3/0 In T)A4l , 
BS1 = (0 In r 3/0 In P)B31 + (0 In r 3/0 In T)B41 . 
III. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS 
a) The Linear Equations 
Static Cepheid envelopes were generated as in SS, employing the thermodynamics of Stobie (1969a) and the 
analytic opacity formula of Christy (1966a). The atmospheres were similar to those of Iben (1971) except that T. 
was taken to be 21/4To• 
Since the difference between equations (2) and the familiar linear nonadiabatic pulsation equations (BK) may 
be neglected in the present case (see § II), it was decided to solve the latter set in order to facilitate checking of the 
computer program. "Standard" boundary conditions were employed as described by Iben (1971), with the real 
and imaginary parts of Sr/r taken to be unity and zero, respectively, at the surface. The technique used for the 
integrations was similar to that of Iben in that iteration was performed over both eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 
The Sherman-Morrison formula (Householder 1964) was employed in the algorithm to reduce the problem to one 
involving band matrices only. A number of RR Lyrae pulsation models, integrated as tests, showed good agree-
ment with the corresponding models of Iben (1971). 
The linear nonadiabatic Cepheid results were used to generate expressions (11)-(18). In this process, the Ail and 
Bn (i = 1, 2, ... , 8) are equal, respectively, to the real and imaginary parts of the corresponding eigenfunctions. 
With phases taken in the manner ofIben (1971), this correspondence is: All = Xn Bll = XI; A31 = Pn B31 = Pi; 
A4l = tn B41 = ti ; A51 = In B51 = Ii' The quantity a is the real part of the angular frequency, written in dimen-
sionless form. 
b) Boundary Conditions 
Once their right-hand sides are known, equations (3)-(10) may be solved for the eight quantities A i2 , BI2 (i = 
1,3,4,5). Consistent with the linear case, boundary conditions in the interior were taken to be 
A12 = B12 = A52 = B52 = 0 ; 
i.e., the variations of radius and luminosity were made to vanish. 
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At the surface the thermal boundary conditions were derived from the expression 
L = 27racR2T4 . 
Vol. 217 
Expansion of this relation to second order in pulsational quantities, followed by insertion of Fourier series as 
above, yields the" standard" linear boundary conditions along with the nonlinear relations 
A52 = 2A12 + 4A42 + t(6A412 + All2 + 8AllA41 - 6B4l2 - Bll2 - 8BllB4l)' 
B52 = 2B12 + 4B42 + 6A4lB4l + AllBll + 4AllB41 + 4BllA4l • 
(20) 
(21) 
To derive mechanical boundary conditions at the surface, we have chosen to employ the" quasi-equilibrium" 
relation given by Unno (1965): 
:0 = (~Or[l + ~~] , 
where Po and Ro refer to static values. Once again we expand to second order and equate Fourier terms to obtain 
the standard linear boundary conditions, along with the nonlinear conditions 
(22) 
Equations (19)-(22) provide the needed set of eight boundary conditions. Their virtues are the minimum ones-
namely, they are consistent with the linear conditions and easy to obtain. No attempt was made in this investiga-
tion to employ alternative boundary conditions. 
c) The Second-Order Equations 
The technique adopted to solve equations (3)-(10) was similar to that used for the linear equations. The model 
was divided into discrete shells and the equations differenced, the right-hand sides being evaluated in the form of 
averages between contiguous shells. A model with N shells yields 8(N - 1) linear algebraic equations in the 8(N - 1) 
variables which remain after the boundary conditions eliminate the corrections to A12, B12, A52, and B52 at the 
interior boundary, and the corrections to A S2 , B52, A32, and B32 at the surface. Since the second-order equations 
do not contain eigenvalues, the matrix describing the system is a band matrix, easily handled by standard techniques. 
Approximately 400 shells were necessary for the calculation of a typical model. 
IV. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS 
a) Appearance of the Resonance 
Two model series were calculated, each at constant mass and luminosity. The first series is characterized by 
M = 8 M 0, L = 104 L0 (L0 = 3.826 x 1033 ergs S-1), and may be compared with the models numbered "8" in 
the second survey of Stobie (1969b). The composition is X = 0.66, Z = 0.04. The second series has M = 4 M0' 
L = 3249 L0' and includes the "Goddard model" (Fischel and Sparks 1975). Its composition is X = 0.70, 
Z = 0.02. 
In the present (i.e., second-order) version of the iterative theory, each pulsational perturbation is approximated 
by the first two terms of a Fourier series, e.g., 
Sr = All cos wt - Bll sin wt + A12 cos 2wt - B12 sin 2wt • 
r 
For convenience, we rewrite this in the form 
Sr 
- = aT COS (wt + CPT1) + f3T COS (2wt + CPT2) . 
r 
Similarly, we shall write 
SP P = ap cos (wt + CPP1) + f3p cos (2wt + CPP2) , 
ST T = at cos (wt + CPtl) + f3t cos (2wt + CPt2) , 
SZT = al cos (wt + CPa) + f31 cos (2wt + CP/2) . 
T 
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TABLE 1 
LINEAR PULSATION CHARACTERISTICS FOR SELECTED MODELS 
Model No. Torr po· (days) 10011,/11, «t ~l1t al ~l1t 
M = 8 Me, L = 1()4 Le 
81. .......... 5850 14.5 -0.009 16.3 135 5.72 110 
82 ........... 5750 15.4 -0.184 14.8 130 5.34 101 
8b ........... 5600 17.0 -0.514 12.4 121 4.74 84.5 
83 ........... 5450 18.8 -0.836 10.5 114 4.31 69.2 
8c ........... 5300 20.9 -1.21 7.90 106 3.86 52.2 
84 ........... 5150 23.5 -1.38 6.24 100 3.67 40.5 
8d ........... 5000 26.5 -1.50 4.57 94 3.50 28.9 
M = 4 Me, L = 3249 Le 
41. .......... 6000 8.03 -0.089 15.1 135 5.57 109 
42 ........... 5800 9.10 -0.534 12.3 125 4.80 90.1 
43 ........... 5700 9.71 -0.796 10.8 120 4.44 79.5 
44 ........... 5550 10.8 -1.19 8.70 113 3.99 63.6 
45 ........... 5500 11.2 -1.33 8.06 111 3.87 57.7 
46 ........... 5300 12.9 -1.64 5.79 104 3.55 41.5 
47 ........... 5200 14.0 -1.79 4.59 99.9 3.42 32.6 
• Linear nonadiabatic period. 
t Measured in degrees from maximum radius. 
Table 1 gives some linear results for a representative selection of models. The amplitudes are scaled to the value 
aT = 1.0 at the surface of each model. 
The nonlinear results are presented in Figures 1-4, where the second-order surf~ce amplitudes f3j U = T, p, t, /) 
and phases !::"cpj == CPj2 - 2cpjl are plotted against fundamental period for each of the two model series. The right-
300 
180 ~ A</>r 60 
-60 
32 
28 
24 
20 
P, 
16 
12 
8 ~ 4 
0 
7 9 II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 
Po 
FIG. I.-Amplitude ({3,) and phase shift (!l.~, ;: ~'2 - 2~'1) of the second-order corrections to the linear radius amplitude. 
Left side, 4 Me series; right side, 8 Me series. Arrows at top of figure indicate adiabatic ratio P2 /Po. 
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rr------~y----~\I~---------y,-------------, 
0.53 050 0.47 053 049 0.46 
360 
--v-Llc/>p 240 
120 
1000 
800 
f3p 600 
400 
200 ~ 
0 
7 9 II 13 15 Po 17 19 21 23 25 27 
FIG. 2.-Same as Fig. 1, except that second-order corrections to pressure amplitude are plotted 
hand curves in each figure represent the 8 Me models, the left-hand curves the 4 Me models. Arrows at the tops 
of the figures indicate values of the adiabatic period ratio P 2/P 0 for each series. 
In both Table 1 and Figures 1-4, the amplitudes and phases of radius and pressure variations have been evaluated 
in the vicinity of 7 = 0.2, while corresponding quantities for temperature and luminosity refer to the photosphere 
(7 = t). 
From Figures 1-4, it is clear that for both series the amplitudes and phases of the second-order terms undergo 
abrupt changes in the vicinity of the resonance center, P2/PO = 0.5. (Actually the midpoint of the change is, as 
suggested in SS, more nearly located at P2/PO = 0.49.) We notice that the changes are more pronounced in the 
"mechanical" variables rand P than in the "thermal" variables T and LT' This is in line with our understanding 
of the resonance effects as essentially "adiabatic" in nature, i.e., as depending upon a ratio of periods which is 
determined largely in the adiabatic interior. 
r------~y~----~\,r----------vv------------~, 
053 Q50 047 0.53 049 0.46 
420 
600 
200 
o 
7 9 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 
Po 
FIG. 3.-Same as Fig. 1, except that second-order corrections to temperature amplitude are plotted 
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~b.53 Y Q49 0.46 \ 
360 
340 ~ D.'iJ 
320 
300 
200 
160 
{3 120 
} 
80 ~ 40 
0 
7 9 II 13 15 Po 17 19 ZI 23 25 27 
FIG. 4.-Same as Fig. 1, except that second-order corrections to luminosity amplitude are plotted 
It may also be seen from the figures that the resonance is much sharper in the 8 M 0 series as compared with the 
4 M0 series. At the present time, we have not integrated enough additional models to be able to tell how much of 
this distinction is contributed by mass and how much by radius. 
b) The Velocity Curves 
Having established that the resonance effect does appear in the nonadiabatic models studied, we turn now to an 
examination of the velocity curves generated by the truncated Fourier series (23). 
The velocity is obtained by simple differentiation: 
v = - Arow[ar sin (wt + CPrl) + 2Afir sin (2wt + CPT2)] • (24) 
We note in this expression the scale factor A, which has been inserted to emphasize that the iterative theory, like 
the linear theory, is arbitrary to within such a factor-the linear amplitude aT scaling like A, the nonlinear correction 
fiT like }.2 (Simon 1972a). This scale factor must be fixed from outside the theory, e.g., by imposing an observed 
velocity amplitude, or a limiting amplitude obtained from full hydrodynamic calculations. 
A brief comparison of velocity curves generated by us, with those given by Stobie (1969b) for the same models, 
has already been published elsewhere (Simon 1976). The situation is that for "bump" Cepheid models on the hot 
(short period) side of -a given resonance center there is good (if crude) agreement between the iterative and hydro-
dynamic calculations as to the phases of the two maxima. As one proceeds through the resonance center to the 
cool (long period) models of a given series, the iterative theory departs more and more from the results of hydro-
dynamic integrations and presumably also from those of observations. 
The results are summarized in Figures 5 and 6, which are plots of the product of period and phase of maximum 
velocity versus model radius in solar units (FSS). The velocity maximum is always measured with respect to 
minimum radius. 
In Figure 5, the phase cP refers to the second (but not necessarily secon9ary) maximum of velocity. The straight 
line comes from FSS, and represents the results of hydrodynamic integrations (Stobie 1969b). The circles are data 
from the present investigation, including a handful of extra models not part of the 8 M 0 or 4 M 0 series. Open 
circles indicate models for which P2/Po > 0.49; filled circles, models for which P2 /PO ~ 0.49. As mentioned above, 
one sees that the short-period iterative models agree well with the hydrodynamic results while the long-period 
models begin to depart drastically. 
Figure 6 treats the phase of the first (but not necessarily primary) velocity maximum. Data from the present 
work are presented as in Figure 5. The straight line has a slope 0.2 and represents an eyeball fit to points given by 
FSS. (However, note that whereas these authors have only plotted the first maxima when they were secondary, we 
have plotted them in all cases.) One sees from Figure 6 that the first maximum seems to follow the straight-line 
relationship fairly well, except for a few models far to the long-period side of the resonance center. 
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FIG. 5 FIG. 6 
FIG. 5.-The product P</> versus radius in solar units, following FSS. P is fundamental period; </> is phase of second maximum 
in velocity curves. Solid line indicates locus of second maxima for velocity curves of Stobie (1969b). Circles refer to present in-
vestigation. Open circles, models for which P2 /PO > 0.49; filled circles, P2 /PO :5 0.49. Period ratios are adiabatic. 
FIG. 6.-Same as Fig. 5, except that data refer to first maximum in velocity curves. 
V. REMARKS ON THE ITERATIVE THEORY 
a) Bump or No Bump? 
As discussed in § IVb, velocity data from the iterative theory require for their interpretation the assignment of a 
value to the scale factor A. For the data in Figures 5 and 6 this was sometimes done with the aid of limiting ampli-
tudes from Stobie (1969b), and was sometimes done arbitrarily. The justification for the arbitrary assignments is 
that for all reasonable amplitudes, the phases of the velocity maxima turn out to depend only very weakly on Af3" 
their values being determined essentially by the phase shift !1rPT = rPT2 - 2rPTb which is independent of A. 
When values of A were assigned arbitrarily, it was for one of two reasons: (1) no limiting amplitudes were avail-
able; or (2) the limiting amplitudes given by Stobie were too small to produce a double maximum in the iterative 
velocity curves. 
The second circumstance may be made clearer by an examination of equation (24). The shape of the velocity 
curve will depend upon the phase difference !1rPr and upon the amplitude ratio 2Af3T/aT' Since for all models inte-
grated the linear amplitude aT (fixed at unity at the surface) had, at T = 0.2, a value in the range 0.86 S aT S 0.92, 
the amplitude ratio was essentially independent of aT' In the limit Af3r --+ 0 the velocity curve becomes, of course, 
sinusoidal. For nonzero Af3T below a threshold value, Athreshf3" the curve will be asymmetric, but with a single 
maximum. Only when Af3T exceeds Athreshf3T will the double-maximum structure be realized, and in that case the 
phases of the maxima will vary little with increasing A over a wide range. For example, in the models studied 
0.15 :( Athreshf3T :( 0.25, depending on the value of !1rP" while the phases of the velocity maxima, as expressed by 
the product PrP, changed by only a few percent even for values of Af3T as high as 0.45. Velocity amplitudes for the 
models plotted in Figures 5 and 6 ranged between 27 and 90 km s-I, with most ofthem concentrated between 30 
and 50 km S-l. 
Let us summarize in the following way the comparison between the hydrodynamic and iterative results for 
limiting amplitude velocity curves. With regard to the appearance or nonappearance of a bump (i.e., a second 
maximum), the iterative theory fails to reproduce the hydrodynamic results (in the sense that no bump appears in 
the former) in a number of models lying largely in the vicinity of a minimum in f3T which precedes its sharp rise at 
the resonance center (see Fig. 1). With regard to the phases of the two maxima, the iterative and hydrodynamic 
results agree quite well, except for the cooler models in each series. 
b) The Higher-Order Terms 
The results of the iterative approach versus the hydrodynamic may be viewed from two different perspectives. 
On the one hand one may ask why the iterative theory does not reproduce the hydrodynamic results better; on the 
other, one may be surprised that it reproduces them as well as it does. 
Let us examine the latter point first. In the Fourier analysis of a periodic function, the presence of maxima may 
be associated, at least in crude approximation, with the strengths of various harmonics. Thus, a Fourier series 
containing the fundamental frequency only (say, w) produces a curve with a single maximum; if a sizable contribu-
tion of first harmonic (2w) is added, the curve will then have two maxima (see § Va); if the second harmonic (3w) 
plays an important role, there will be three maxima, etc. From this point of view, we see that the very fact that the 
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bump Cepheid velocity curves exhibit a double-maximum structure indicates that a two-term Fourier approxima-
tion ought to be at least crudely successful in describing them. 
We now turn to the question of the shortcomings of the iterative results vis-a.-vis the hydrodynamic. The obvious 
disadvantage of the iterative theory lies in the truncation of the Fourier series following the first harmonic. While 
the appeal to "higher-order terms" is capable of covering a multitude of sins, we would nonetheless like to touch 
briefly on the question of what an extension of the iterative theory might be expected to produce. 
In the next order of approximation in the iterative approach (Simon 1972a), a second-harmonic term (i.e., 
cos 3wt) appears, as well as a correction to the linear term (cos wt). The cos 2wt term is left unchanged. Referring 
to equation (24), one sees that this means that in the next order both the amplitude ratio 2Af3rlar and the phase 
difference fl.cpr will undergo changes. 
It is relatively easy to account for the fact that phase predictions in the iterative theory begin to go awry in the 
cooler models of each series. Stobie (1969b) has shown that limiting amplitudes are large for these models, which 
in turn suggests that higher-order harmonics ought to play an enhanced role. It turns out, in fact, that it is im-
possible to duplicate, even crudely, a typical velocity curve of Stobie's type A (bump on ascending branch; sharp 
rise to first maximum followed by sharp rise to second maximum; e.g., the model 7d, Fig. 6, Stobie 1969b) with a 
Fourier series truncated after the first harmonic. 
On the other hand, the case ofmodel8b (Stobie 1969b) is more difficult to understand. Whereas Stobie gives the 
limiting amplitude for the model as 27 km s -1, the double maximum does not appear in the iterative version until 
the amplitude has reached 65 km s -1. (Again, when the two maxima do appear, their phases are correct.) To 
explain this by the intervention of higher-order terms one must postulate a third-order correction which raises the 
ratio f3rlar (by lowering ar) yet leaves CPr!> and thus fl.CP" intact so as not to destroy the phases, which are already 
correct. Whether or not the third-order correction indeed has such a form remains to be seen. 
We close this section by remarking that the best comparison between the iterative and hydrodynamic results 
would actually be in terms of the radial extension (Srlr), rather than the velocity. The reason is simply that 
differentiation of the Fourier series L an cos nwt brings down the factor n, a circumstance which enhances the 
harmonics vis-a.-vis the fundamental, and the higher harmonics vis-a.-vis the lower ones. Unfortunately, radial 
extension data from hydrodynamic calculations are not readily available. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
In this section, we wish to briefly reexamine the question of the resonance-bump relation in light of the data 
from the present investigation. We shall begin with a heuristic description of the pulsational effects of the resonance. 
For this purpose it is convenient to conceptually divide the system into a series of "natural oscillator frequencies" 
on the one hand, and a set of" external driving frequencies" on the other. Consider, then, a Cepheid with a linearly 
unstable fundamental mode. The external driving frequencies consist in this case of the fundamental and all of its 
harmonics. The natural oscillator frequencies are the fundamental and all of the other linear normal modes. When 
the circumstance arises that one of the harmonics (external driving frequencies) corresponds closely in frequency 
with one of the normal modes (natural oscillator frequencies), the oscillation is enhanced at the frequency of the 
driving harmonic in question. The nonlinear pulsation may then be thought of as a superposition of all the (spatially 
weighted) harmonic frequencies, i.e., a Fourier series. 
For the models presently under investigation (i.e., for P21Po ~ 0.5), the harmonic in question is the first harmonic, 
and the normal mode the second overtone. The double-maximum structure of the oscillation is attributed to a 
superposition of amplitudes at the frequencies wand 2w. Note that it is not necessary to require the exact com-
mensurability of the fundamental and second overtone frequencies in order to avoid drifting, since it is the funda-
mental and first harmonic frequencies that combine to produce the bump structure. In the language of elementary 
mechanics, a forced oscillator persists not at its natural frequency but rather at the frequency of the driving force. 
It should be emphasized that the foregoing description, by no means exhaustive or complete, is meant only as a 
qualitative picture of the resonance effects. It says nothing at all regarding such pivotal considerations as the 
spatial construction of the pulsation, interference between driving frequencies, the dynamic mechanism for produc-
ing the bump, etc. Nonetheless, we believe that the results of the present investigation strengthen the case for 
associating the Cepheid bumps with the resonance P2/Po = 0.5. We have shown that resonance effects do indeed 
appear in nonadiabatic Cepheid models, that these effects influence the phases of velocity maxima, and that the 
second-order iterative theory is often capable of predicting where the two maxima will occur. 
While the resonance explanation for the Cepheid bumps seems to predict unerringly (SS) which models will 
show the double maximum, it tells us nothing about the dynamical mechanism for actually producing the bumps. 
The reflected pressure wave theory (Christy 1967) provides such a dynamical mechanism, but fails to predict the 
phases of the bumps, or to explain why the mechanism works in some models but not in .others. Thus the two 
descriptions, certainly not a priori in conflict, may turn out to be complementary. 
In any event, the situation at present is that four diverse theoretical approaches (hydrodynamic, after Christy 
1966a; hydrodynamic, after Stellingwerf 1974; linear, as in SS; and iterative, as in the present investigation) all 
converge on the unsettling result that Cepheid bumps indicate masses substantially lower than evolutionary. When 
this finding is combined with a similar mass anomaly indicated for the double-mode Cepheids (e.g., Cox et al. 
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1977), a fundamental and serious gap opens between the results of stellar pulsation theory and those of the theory 
of stellar evolution. 
To be sure, the relatively" painless" closing of this gap could be accomplished by the mechanism of mass loss. 
However, in that case, not only would the amount of discarded matter need to be very large, but, as indicated by the 
great regularity of the bump Cepheids in the period-luminosity diagram (see SS), the mass-ejection mechanism 
would have to be extremely precise in order that single-maximum Cepheids not be placed in the bump region or 
vice versa. 
In the absence of such heavy yet delicate mass loss, one is faced with the possibility that nontrivial revisions may 
need to be made in pulsation theory, evolution theory, or both. The substantial agreement of diverse pUlsation 
theories that there is a Cepheid mass discrepancy indicates that if a commonly held error is at fault, it is likely to 
be a deep-seated one. Similarly, it does not seem that minor changes in the theory of stellar evolution could account 
for a mass anomaly that may be as high as 50%. Should the problem lie in the physics ofthe stellar interior, both 
pulsations and evolution are likely to be affected. Solution of the Cepheid mass problem ought to go a long way 
toward improving our understanding not only of stellar pulsations but perhaps also of the intermediate stages of 
stellar evolution. 
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Fling Summer Faculty Fellowship from the University of Nebraska Foundation. The author wishes to thank Ray 
Reynolds for his hospitality at the Theoretical Studies Branch of NASA-Ames, and Dave Galant (also of NASA-
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